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Receiving a Wire 

A wire transfer is a safe way to send or receive money from around the world. The currency that a sender 

used will impact the information that you need to give them. This is because BVCU doesn’t receive U.S. dollar 

wires directly. Instead, they go through our wires provider, Western Union.  

Canadian Dollars 
To receive a wire in Canadian dollars, you need to give this information to the sender.  

U.S. Dollars 
To receive a wire in U.S. Dollars, you need to give this information to the sender. 

The sender bank should put the below information in the reference area of their wires form or application. 

Beneficiary Bank Name Bow Valley Credit Union Ltd.  

SWIFT Code CUCXCATTCAL 

Branch Physical Address 

Branch Route & Transit 

Your Full Legal Name 

Your Physical Address 

Your BVCU Account # 

Reason for Transfer 

Beneficiary Bank Name The Bank of New York Mellon 

Physical Address 1 Wall Street, New York, NY 10286, USA 

SWIFT Code IRVTUS3N 

Bank Identifier Code 021000018 

Beneficiary Name Custom House UK 

Physical Address 2121 North 117th Avenue, Suite 300, Omaha, NE  68164 USA 

Account Number 8901309184 

Further credit to: Credit Union Central of Alberta (CUCA) 

Beneficiary Bank Name Bow Valley Credit Union Ltd.  

Branch Physical Address 

Branch Route & Transit 

Your Full Legal Name 

Your Physical Address 

Your BVCU Account # 

Reason for Transfer 
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Why do banks need so much information? 
Depending on where the wire is going, it must pass through many systems, each with its own set of rules. 

Wires must also comply with anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing laws and regulations. To 

protect you and our credit union, we need all wires to have complete and accurate information about the 

person you are sending (receiving) funds to (from).   

 

You can help by giving us (or the sender) all the information that is needed to process the wire. If the 

information is accurate and complete, the wire is more likely to pass through the system quickly. Missing or 

incorrect information can delay the transfer or even stop it from arriving.  

 

What is a physical address? 
BVCU is required by law to know your physical address. It’s all part of Canada’s efforts to detect and prevent 

money laundering. 

 

A physical address is the actual location of a home or business, In Canada, it must include a house or building 

number, street name or number, town or city, province, and postal code. If your mail is delivered to a post 

office box or other locations, then your mailing address is not your physical address. If you live on a range 

road, you must also include your township or block number.  

 

If your physical address is outside of Canada, it must include the local equivalent of a Canadian address. For 

example, instead of a provider and postal code, a U.S. address must include the state and zip code. Addresses 

outside of Canada must also include the country.  

 

Need help? 
If you have questions about wire transfers, you can call us at 1.800.207.0068 or visit your nearest branch.  
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